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Abstract: Silver nanowires have been shown to demonstrate enhanced
transmission and promising potential for next-generation transparent elec-
trodes. In this paper, we systematically investigated the electrical and optical
properties of 1D and 2D silver nanowire arrays as a function of diameter
and pitch and compared their performance to that of silver thin films. Silver
nanowires were found to exhibit enhanced transmission over thin films
due to propagating resonance modes between nanowires. We evaluated the
angular dependence and dispersion relation of these propagating modes
and demonstrate that larger nanowire diameters and pitches are favored
for achieving higher solar transmission at a particular sheet resistance.
Silver nanowires may achieve achieve solar transmission > 90% with sheet
resistances of a few Ω/sq and figure of merit σdc/σop > 1000.
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1. Introduction

Transparent conductors are important as the top electrode for a variety of optoelectronic de-
vices, such as solar cells, flat panel displays, touch screens, and light-emitting diodes. Currently,
the most common transparent electrode is indium tin oxide (In2−xSnxO3:ITO) films [1] which
have a combination of high optical transparency (> 80 %) and low resistivity (≈ 10−6 Ω·m) [2].
However, ITO suffers from several economic and technological short comings: (1) indium is
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a scarce resource subject to increasing price [3], (2) ITO deposition methods are costly [4],
(3) ITO is a brittle material, preventing its use in emerging flexible devices [5], and (4) ITO
requires high processing temperatures making it unsuitable for organic devices [6]. Fundamen-
tally, transparent conductor films suffer from a tradeoff between sheet resistance and optical
transmission. These films must be made thicker or doped more heavily in order to decrease
sheet resistance, but this decreases optical transmission.

Recently, several new materials, such as graphene [7, 8], random carbon nanotube films
[9–11], and random metal nanowire films [12–14] have emerged as promising next-generation
transparent conductors that may be assembled through scalable processes and for flexible op-
toelectronics [15]. Amongst these new materials, random metal nanowire films appear to be
the most promising due to their combination of high sheet conductivity and high optical trans-
mission [12–14]. There have been some systematic studies on the dependence of the optical
and electrical properties of random metal nanowire films on geometry [16–18], though these
random films tend to be limited by connectivity when sparse [19]. Two dimensional silver
nanogratings have been fabricated and a variety of wire widths, heights, and pitches have been
studied [20]. Subwavelength metal gratings have also been studied theoretically for transparent
electrodes [21], but this study only investigated gratings with pitch a = 600 nm. There have
yet to be any systematic and detailed theoretical studies on circular cross-section nanowires for
transparent electrodes.

In this paper, we report on simulation studies of the optical and electrical properties of 1D
and 2D silver nanowire arrays of circular cross-section with diameters from 5 to 400 nm and
pitches from 5 to 2000 nm. We compare these results to that of silver thin films and demon-
strate the role of propagating modes and surface plasmons in the enhanced transmission of
silver nanowire arrays. Propagating modes or waveguide modes in the areas between the metal
have been previously studied in cylindrical holes [22] and metallic gratings [23]. The angular
dependence and dispersion relation of these propagating modes are discussed. The electrical
and optical performance of various structures are compared and general design principles are
elucidated. While silver thin films may achieve Tsolar = 90% with sheet resistance 8 Ω/sq and
figure of merit σdc/σop of about 440, silver nanowire arrays may achieve Tsolar > 90% at sheet
resistances of a few Ω/sq and σdc/σop > 1000.

2. Method

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the different transparent conductor systems we studied: (a)
silver thin films defined by thickness t, (b) 1D silver nanowire arrays with diameter d and pitch
a, and (c) 2D silver nanowire arrays. The 2D silver nanowire arrays are also defined by diameter
d and the pitch a of the square lattice. Silver thin films thicknesses t = 1 to 158 nm were studied,
and silver nanowire arrays with nanowire diameter range from d = 5 to 400 nm and pitches a
from 5 to 2000 nm with d ≤ a were investigated. The optical properties were determined by
solving Maxwell’s questions using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [24, 25].
The optical constants for silver were taken from experimental measurement results in Palik’s
Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids [26]. A non-uniform simulation mesh with a finer
mesh near interfaces and larger mesh in bulk regions was utilized. Perfectly matched layer
boundary conditions were used for the upper and lower boundary of the simulation cell [27],
while appropriate periodic boundary conditions were used for the side boundaries to model
the periodic nature of the arrays. To study the performance of these different structures as
transparent conductors, the solar integrated transmission was calculated from

Tsolar =

∫
b(λ )T (λ )dλ
∫

b(λ )dλ
(1)
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where λ is the free-space wavelength, b(λ ) is the photon flux density, and T (λ ) is the optical
transmission for light with wavelength λ . We considered the wavelength range λ = 280 to 1000
nm of the global 37◦ tilt AM1.5 solar spectrum [28].

Fig. 1. Schematic of structures studied: (a) silver thin film with thickness t, (b) 1D silver
nanowire array with pitch a and the diameter d, and (c) 2D silver nanowire array.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2(a) illustrates a contour plot of T (λ ) for silver thin films of thickness t. At larger
wavelengths, photons are governed by free electron-like behavior as governed by the Drude
model. Almost all of the incident light is reflected since the real part of the index of refraction
is small and R(λ ) = |(n(λ )−1)/(n(λ )+1)|2 where n(λ ) is the complex index of refraction
of silver and the index of refraction of air is 1. Below 310 nm, interband transitions from d
electrons to the Fermi surface start to become important. The absorption edge is at about 320
nm (3.9 eV), which is associated with interband transitions from the L32 to L2′ band [29].
Silver thin films have some reflection and high absorption for photons with lower wavelength
than this absorption edge. The plasma frequency of the free electrons in the silver is about
130 nm (9.2 eV) and thus, photons across the entire solar spectrum range cannot propagate in
silver. Silver films only support evanescent modes, where the electromagnetic field intensity
decays exponentially from the front surface. The transmission in films is described by the skin
depth, where transmission is possible when t is comparable or smaller than the skin depth. The
skin depth of silver is slightly over 20 nm for most of the spectral range of interest and has a
maximum at the 320 nm wavelength. Figure 2(b) plots Tsolar with the same y-axis as in (a) with
Rs shown on the right y-axis. Rs = ρbulk/t where ρbulk = 1.59× 10−8 Ω·m, which is the bulk
silver resistivity [30]. Because the transmission is evanescent in silver thin films, Tsolar rapidly
decreases with increasing thickness. Tsolar = 90% at t = 2 nm where Rs = 8 Ω/sq.
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Fig. 2. (a) Transmission of different silver thin film thicknesses t for wavelengths λ = 280
to 1000 nm. (b) Tsolar across the wavelengths shown for different thicknesses with the sheet
resistance Rs labelled on the right y-axis. The y-axis in (b) is the same as in (a).

In order to compare the transmission properties of 1D ordered nanowire arrays with thin
films, we evaluated the transmission characteristics of TE-polarized and TM-polarized incident
light. The electric field is parallel to the axes of the nanowires for TE-polarized incident light
and perpendicular for TM. Figure 3(a) plots T (λ ) as a function of diameter with a= 600 nm for
TE-polarized incident light. The transmission has a small peak at 326 nm for the same reasons
as the silver thin film discussed above. The transmission exhibits evanescent behavior except
when propagating modes are supported between the silver nanowires. Due to the translational
symmetry of the nanowire array as well as the mirror symmetry, these propagating modes occur
when k0±k0 sinθ = 2πm/a, where k0 is the free space wave-vector, m is the mode number and
a positive integer, and θ is the incident angle. Equivalently, this can be expressed as

λ = a(1± sinθ)/m. (2)

For normal-incident light (θ = 0), the propagating modes exist at λ = a/m. Due to these prop-
agating resonant TE modes, nanowire arrays have higher Tsolar for TE-incident light compared
to thin films at the same Rs as shown in Fig. 3(b). Rs = 4ρbulka/πd2 for 1D silver nanowire
arrays. Tsolar = 90% at d = 90 nm and a = 600 nm where Rs = 1.5 Ω/sq. Figure 3(c) shows
the electromagnetic field of the doubly-degenerate TE1 and TE2 modes under normal incidence
in these Ag nanowire arrays. At these wavelengths, there is an enhanced electromagnetic field
surrounding the nanowires leading to high transmission. These propagating modes begin to be
cut off when d > λ/2 as the electromagnetic wave is unable to concentrate completely in the
space around the nanowires.
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Fig. 3. Transmission characteristics of silver nanowire arrays for TE-incident light for a =
600 nm. (a) Contour plot of T as a function of wavelength and nanowire diameter d. (b)
Tsolar over the wavelength range shown with the sheet resistance Rs shown in the right y-
axis. (c) Electric field intensity |E|2 for (i) TE1 mode at λ = 600 nm and (ii) TE2 mode at
λ = 300 nm with d = 80 nm where the edge of the nanowire is shown with a dashed white
line.

Figure 4(a) shows the angular dependence of propagating TE modes for 1D silver nanowire
arrays with a= 600 nm and d = 80 nm. Rs = 1.9 Ω/sq. These modes are labelled with subscripts
based on the mode number and ± in Eq. (2). The propagating modes are singly degenerate,
except at the center of each Brillouin zone where kx = m2π/a and at the edges of the Brillouin
zone where kx = (m+ 1/2)2π/a. High transmission occurs at the propagating modes for TE-
incident light. Other than these propagating modes, the electric field is evanescent at higher
angles and thus Tsolar decreases at higher angles as shown in Fig. 4(b). Tsolar = 91% at normal
incidence and drops below 90% at an incidence angle of 7◦.

Fig. 4. Angular-dependence of silver nanowire arrays transmission for TE-incident light
for a = 600 nm and d = 100 nm. (a) Contour plot of T as a function of wavelength and
incident angle θ . (b) Tsolar over the wavelength range with the same y-axis as in (a).

The TM transmission spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(a). Near λ = 340 nm for all nanowire
arrays, there is a dip in the transmission spectrum due to enhanced absorption. This absorption
is mostly independent of the silver nanowire diameter and due to the excitation of the surface
plasmon of the silver, which can also be excited in thin films under non-normal TM incidence
[31]. The dispersion relation of the TM modes are the same as those of the TE modes with one
important difference–the existence of a TM0 mode. The TE0 mode does not exist because Ez
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= 0 everywhere in order to satisfy the boundary conditions of Ez = 0 at the nanowire surface.
In contrast, there exists a TM0 mode which does not have a cutoff wavelength. This mode is,
strictly speaking, a TEM mode since both the electric and magnetic field are transverse. It is a
direct transmission process where the incident energy goes straight through the nanowires. This
propagating mode is responsible for enhanced transmission in metallic nanoslits, regardless of
how small these nano slits are [23,32,33]. From our contour plot, it was also noted that when the
TM0 mode is the only mechanism for enhanced transmission, the transmission resonance peak
is approximately where the nanowire diameter is about half of the wavelength. Under these
conditions, the magnetic field can concentrate in the space between the nanowires allowing for
high transmission.

There are thus, two mechanisms for enhanced transmission in silver nanowire arrays un-
der TM-incident light: direct transmission from a TM0 mode and indirect propagating TMm±
modes. Tsolar is plot for the different diameter nanowire arrays shown in Fig. 5(b) and tends
to be higher than that for TE-incident light due to the TM0 mode. Tsolar = 90% at d = 120
nm and a = 600 nm where Rs = 0.8 Ω/sq. The indirect TM propagating modes occur simul-
taneously with surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes. Due to the periodic structure of the
nanowires, surface plasmon polaritons can couple to incident light when kSPP = k0 sinθ ±m 2π

a ,
where m is a positive integer. The real part of the Hz field patterns at λ = 589 nm and 300 nm
are shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d) respectively for (i) 50 and (ii) 200 nm diameter nanowires. For
small diameter nanowires such as the 50 nm illustrated, the transmission is primarily due to
direct transmission through the TM0 mode. For larger diameter nanowires, the incident light
couples more strongly to the indirect propagating modes. Due to interference between the two
mechanisms for transmission at larger wavelengths, the transmission behavior exhibits Fano-
type resonances with characteristic asymmetric peaks preceded by sharp dips [34]. For 200 nm
diameter Ag nanowires, the dip in the transmission spectra at 589 nm and 300 nm result from
interference between the TM0 mode and TM1 mode (Fig. 5cii) and the TM2 mode (Fig. 5dii)
respectively.
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Fig. 5. Transmission characteristics of silver nanowire arrays for TM-incident light for
a = 600 nm. (a) Contour plot of T as a function of wavelength and nanowire diameter d.
(b) Tsolar over the wavelength range shown with the same y-axis as in (a) and the sheet
resistance Rs shown in the right y-axis. (c) Real part of Hz at λ = 589 nm for (i) 50 and
(ii) 200 nm diameter silver nanowires. (d) Re(Hz) at λ = 300 nm for (i) 50 and (ii) 200 nm
diameter silver nanowires.

In Fig. 6, we plot the angular dependence of the transmission of 1D silver nanowire arrays
with a = 600 nm and d = 80 nm under different incidence angles for TM-polarized light. The
transmission is high across the spectrum due to the TM0 transmission pathway. The distinct dip
in transmission near λ = 340 nm is due to the excitation of surface plasmons and independent
of incidence angle. Enhanced absorption is associated with the surface plasmon. The dispersion
relation of the TM modes, where the modes are again labelled with subscripts based on Eq. (2),
is identical to that of the TE modes. For low incident angles the transmission is high across the
spectrum as transmission is primarily due to the TM0 mode for this small diameter nanowire
array, but at higher angles the indirect transmission pathways become more important such that
Fano resonances start to become evident. Tsolar = 96% at normal incidence and drops below
90% at an incidence angle of 30◦ for TM-incident light.
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Fig. 6. Angular-dependence of Ag nanowire arrays transmission for TM-incident light for
a= 600 nm and d = 100 nm. (a) Contour plot of T as a function of wavelength and incident
angle θ . (b) Tsolar over the wavelength range with the same y-axis as in (a).

Figure 7(a) shows Tsolar, averaged for tranverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM)
polarization for different 1D nanowire array sheet resistances Rs. Tsolar = 90% and Rs = 10
Ω/sq are shown with dashed black lines, since both Tsolar ≥ 90% and Rs ≤ 10 Ω/sq are impor-
tant for transparent conductors in thin film solar cells [35]. Different diameter nanowires are
represented by different color markers, and the pitch is indicated by the size of the marker. The
curves show clear trends for solar transmission as a function of diameter d and pitch a. For the
same Rs, nanowire arrays with larger diameter at the appropriate pitch have higher Tsolar. This
is because Rs decreases with 1/d2 while transmission decreases approximately proportional to
d. It can also be seen from this figure that nanowire arrays are superior to thin films as they can
achiever higher Tsolar for the same Rs.

To further compare the performance of different silver nanowire array geometries for trans-
parent electrodes, we plot in Fig. 7(b) the commonly used figure of merit for transparent elec-
trodes σdc/σop [36] as a function of Rs where σdc is the DC conductivity of the material and
σop is the optical conductivity. Higher values for this figures of merit indicate better perfor-

mance. This figure of merit arises from Tsolar =
(

1+ Z0
2Rs

σop
σdc

)−2
, where Z0 = 377 Ω is the free

space impedance. This plot of figure of merit further demonstrates the improved performance
of silver nanowire arrays over silver thin films as well as the improved performance of larger
diameter nanowires over smaller diameter nanowires. In addition, these figures of merit allow
for comparison between a wide range of materials and demonstrate that ordered silver nanowire
arrays have the potential to exceed what has been currently fabricated experimentally. Random
films of silver nanowires have exhibited σdc/σop of about 500 [12] compared to about 0.5 for
graphene thin films [7] and about 30 for random carbon nanotube meshes [37]. Our simulations
indicate σdc/σop > 1000 may be achievable in ordered silver nanowire arrays.
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Fig. 7. (a) Tsolar versus Rs and (b) σdc/σop for 1D silver nanowires with different diameters
d. Tsolar is the average of TE and TM-polarized incident light. The marker size is propor-
tional to the pitch a of the nanowire array from 10 to 2000 nm. The pitches shown are from
10 to 100 nm in 10 nm increments, 100 to 1000 nm in 100 nm increments and 2000 nm.
a ≥ d.

Finally, we performed simulations of 2D silver nanowire square arrays. We compared Tsolar

averaged for both TE and TM-polarized incident light for 1D silver nanowire arrays with Tsolar

for 2D silver nanowire arrays and found that they agree well with one another. 2D nanowire
arrays can be viewed as the two 1D nanowire arrays intersecting one another at 90◦, and thus the
transmission spectrum of 2D nanowire arrays are approximately the same as that for both TE
and TM-incident light averaged together. We also performed finite element analysis to obtain
the sheet resistance Rs for 2D silver nanowire arrays, which cannot be derived analytically. The
Rs for 2D nanowire arrays are only slightly lower than the 1D nanowire arrays of the same d
and a. In Fig. 8, we plot (a) Tsolar versus Rs for 2D nanowire arrays and (b) σdc/σop versus Rs.
The plots are approximately the same as that in Fig. 7, though Tsolar and Rs are both slightly
lower.

Fig. 8. (a) Tsolar versus Rs and (b) σdc/σop for 2D silver nanowire arrays with different
diameters d. The marker size is proportional to the pitch a of the nanowire array from 10
to 2000 nm. The pitches shown are from 10 to 100 nm in 10 nm increments, 100 to 1000
nm in 100 nm increments and 2000 nm. a ≥ d.
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4. Conclusion

Silver thin films and 1D and 2D silver nanowire arrays with a broad range of geometries were
investigated as transparent electrodes. The enhanced transmission in silver nanowire arrays is
due to indirect propagating modes between the nanowires. For TE-incident light, 1D nanowires
have enhanced transmission due to these propagating modes. For TM-incident light, enhanced
transmission occurs through direct and indirect propagating modes. When the transmission is
primarily through the direct TM0 mode, there is enhanced transmission, but when both direct
and indirect mechanisms are present, asymmetric Fano resonances are observed. These indirect
propagating modes are assisted by surface plasmon polaritons. Superior optoelectronic perfor-
mance was shown for nanowire arrays, which are able to achieve higher Tsolar for a given Rs.
Higher σdc/σop may be achieved in nanowire arrays over thin films and higher σdc/σop may
be achievable in ordered nanowire arrays over current experimental results.
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